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This book is a comprehensive, yet easy to understand guide to the use of crystals and gems for
internal growth, healing and balance in your daily life. Discover new resources, learn how to extend
your personal awareness and center by attuning to crystal energies. The magnitude and potential of
crystals and gems to impact positively our personal lives and the evolving planet we live on is
significant.
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I've taught the use of crystals and gemstones for nearly 30 years and this remains the number one
recommended book on every reading list I hand out. It's never been improved on and the rest of the
competition pales by comparison.

This book is perfect for those who are just begining their study of crystals and their psychic
properties.Katrina Raphaell is very clear and simple,but no less informative in her writings. Even if
you have long been studying the subject of crystals I suggest this book. It will take you on paths you
never even considered I garuantee!

I have been interested in alternative healing techniques for almost thirty years, and in the past three
years I've come to focus increasingly on the human energy field and its role in healing, which has
led me to investigate chakras, kundalini, and reiki. I'm therefore not a diehard sceptic, and I certainly

don't believe that the only reality is the one that Western science thinks it has uncovered. However,
I need a cogent basis for what I believe, and as I'm new to crystal healing, I was hoping that this
book would provide one. Unfortunately, it doesn't. To be sure, it does contain clear and
understandable information about what the author asserts are healing properties of crystals, but it
mixes this information with allegations that crystals sometimes materialise out of thin air to those
who need them (page 65), and claimes that there are higher life forms working in laboratories deep
within the earth to create crystals that they then place in mines in South America just so we can
discover them (page 120).the book provides no basis for supposing that crystals can and do heal
other than that the author says they do. I'm afraid that, for me, this is not convincing, and I finished
the book feeling very dissatisfied,especially as I have bought the other two books in the triology
(Crystal Healing, and Crystalline Transformations).

This is one of the first books I have read about Crystal healings and I hope they all aren't like this.
The information on about the healing properties of the crystals is acurate. I found a lot of her other
information odd. Such as when she states that a type of crystal is made in secret labritories by
higher beings and then placed inside mineral mines. Very interesting thought but not very
believable. I don't know why our earth as beautiful as she is can't make her own powerful light
sorces with out labritories full of higher beings to do that for her.

This book goes in two directions.1. Channeled information about a sub set of stones.2. The book is
more about crystal healing, and has some VERY complex crystal layouts.This book only deals with
40-60 different stones, and you wll not find information about many of the popular stones; such as
Chevron Amethyst, Ametrine, Angelite, Blue Quartz, Green Quartz, Labradorite, Moldavite,
etc.Personaly I would recommend that you get a copy of "Love Is In The Earth...." by A.
Melody.Contact me via E-Mail if you have questions or comments; Two Bears.Wah doh Ogedoda
(We give thanks Great Spirit)

I know it sounds corny but this book became a teacher to me and a mentor and was the first book
(besides school text books) that I ever wrote in and you have to understand that books are sacred
to me! My crystals spoke to me when they said 'take me home with you' and this book told me why I
heard them and why I knew I wasn't crazy after all!

This is the first of three books about crystalhealing. It shows in an easy way how to work with

crystals and stones for spiritual- and personal evolvement, healing and balance in the everyday of
life.

Many books have been written on Crystal Healing, but Katrina Raphaell's books have stood the test
of time. Still the clearest, most in-depth understanding of the ancient art of healing with gems,
crystals and stones.Her information is clear, insightful and right on the mark!
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